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Abstract

We propose a unifying view of negation as failure, integrity
constraints, and epistemic queries in nonmonotonic reason-
ing. Specifically, we study the relationship between satisfia-
bility and logical implication in nonmonotonic logics, show-
ing that, in many nonmonotonic formalisms, it is possible
and easy to reduce logical implication to satisfiability. This
result not only allows for establishing new complexity re-
sults for the satisfiability problem in nonmonotonic logics,
but also establishes a clear relationship between the stud-
ies on epistemic queries and integrity constraints in mono-
tonic knowledge bases with the work on negation by default
in nonmonotonic reasoning and logic programming. From
the perspective of the design of knowledge representation
systems, such a reduction allows for defining both a simple
method for answering epistemic queries in knowledge bases
with nonmonotonic abilities, and a procedure for identify-
ing integrity constraints in the knowledge base, which can
be employed for optimizing reasoning in such systems.

Introduction
Research in logical formalization of nonmonotonic reason-
ing has come up with a variety of proposals, which try to
overcome the limitations of classical logic with respect to
the representation of forms of commonsense reasoning by
identifying suitable ways for completing the knowledge of
a rational agent. This corresponds to making assumptions
and drawing conclusions on the basis of information not
specified to the agent, which is not possible in a monotonic,
first-order logic setting.

On the one hand, nonmonotonicity allows for represent-
ing forms of commonsense reasoning in terms of a logi-
cal theory; on the other hand, some interesting properties
of classical logic are generally missing in a nonmonotonic
framework. In particular, the deduction theorem, namely
the property

� j= ' iff j= � � '

does not hold in nonmonotonic logics, with the major ex-
ception of Levesque’s logic of only-knowing1 (Levesque
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1Actually, such a logic is monotonic, although it allows for
representing knowledge closure.

1990). This property is important not only from a theoreti-
cal viewpoint, but also for the design of deductive methods
for such logics. In fact, the deduction theorem implies that
it is possible to turn logical implication (and hence all the
basic reasoning tasks) into satisfiability.

In this paper we analyze in detail the relationship be-
tween epistemic queries and knowledge bases in nonmono-
tonic logics. The results of this study provide a unifying
view of the notions of negation as failure, integrity con-
straints, and epistemic queries in nonmonotonic reasoning.

Specifically, we first study the relationship between logi-
cal implication and satisfiability in several nonmonotonic
formalisms: Lifschitz’s logic of minimal knowledge and
negation as failure MKNF (Lifschitz 1991), McDermott
and Doyle’s modal logics (McDermott and Doyle 1980;
McDermott 1982), Moore’s autoepistemic logic (Moore
1985), Halpern and Moses’ modal logic of minimal knowl-
edge (Halpern and Moses 1985), and Reiter’s default logic
(Reiter 1980). We show the existence of easy reductions
in all these formalisms: in particular, we provide a reduc-
tion of query answering to unsatisfiability in MKNF, which
highlights the relationship between the notion of epistemic
query (Levesque 1984; Levesque 1990; Reiter 1990) and
the notion of negation as failure (Gelfond and Lifschitz
1991). Such a reduction also allows for establishing the
computational complexity of the satisfiability problem in
MKNF.

Notably, the existence of such reductions allows for
defining simple methods for answering epistemic queries
in knowledge representation systems with nonmonotonic
abilities. Such methods rely on usual non-epistemic query
answering abilities of the system, reducing the problem of
computing answers to epistemic queries to the problem of
checking satisfiability of a knowledge base. In particular,
we show that it is possible to reduce epistemic query an-
swering to satisfiability in any knowledge representation
system which allows for expressing default rules.

Based on the above result, we then provide a general-
ization of the notion of epistemic integrity constraint intro-
duced by Reiter (Reiter 1990; Demolombe and Jones 1996),
which in turn highlights the deep relationship between the
notions of integrity constraint and negation as failure. A
clear connection is thus established between the studies
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on epistemic queries and integrity constraints in first-order,
monotonic knowledge bases with the work on negation by
default in nonmonotonic reasoning and logic programming.
In particular, we prove that this generalized, epistemic view
of integrity constraints corresponds to a form of nonmono-
tonic reasoning which is nicely captured by the notion of
negation as failure.

Finally, the above characterization of integrity con-
straints can be exploited in order to speed up the deduction
process in nonmonotonic knowledge bases. Specifically,
we define an algorithm for establishing whether a formula
is an integrity constraint in the setting of MKNF.

The paper is organized as follows. First, we recall non-
monotonic modal logics, in particular Lifschitz’s MKNF
and McDermott and Doyle’s logics. Then, we deal with
the problem of reducing query answering to unsatisfiability
in nonmonotonic logics. Finally, we study the relationship
between negation as failure and Reiter’s epistemic interpre-
tation of integrity constraints.

Preliminaries
In this section we briefly recall Lifschitz’s logic MKNF
(Lifschitz 1991) and McDermott and Doyle’s (MDD) log-
ics (McDermott 1982; Marek and Truszczy´nski 1993).

MKNF is a modal logic with two epistemic operators: a
“minimal knowledge” modalityK and a “negation as fail-
ure” (also called “negation by default”) modalitynot ; how-
ever, for ease of notation, in the following we will use the
symbolA (introduced in (Lin and Shoham 1992)), which
stands for:not . We useL to denote a fixed proposi-
tional language built in the usual way from an alphabetA
of propositional symbols (atoms), the symbolstrue, false,
and the propositional connectives^;: (_;� are defined as
usual in terms of̂ ;:). Formulas fromL are calledobjec-
tive. We denote withLM the modal extension ofL with
the modalitiesK andA (and callMKNF formulaa formula
fromLM ), with LK the set of formulas fromLM in which
the modalityA does not occur (calledK-formulas), and
with LA the set of formulas fromLM in whichK does not
occur (calledA-formulas). We call' a subjectiveformula
if each propositional symbol in' appears in the scope of
at least one modality. Moreover, we callmodal atomany
formula of the formK or A ; the setMA(') of modal
atoms of' 2 LM is the set of modal atoms which are sub-
formulas of', andMA(�), when� � LM , is the union
of the modal atoms of all formulas from�.

We now recall the notion of MKNF model. Aninter-
pretation I is a subset of propositional symbols fromA
(p 2 A is true inI iff p 2 I). Satisfiability of a formula
' 2 L in I (which we denote asI j= ') is defined in
the usual way. A set of interpretationsM is calledcluster,
since modal formulas are evaluated inM as in the Kripke
model in which each world corresponds to an interpretation
in M and the accessibility relation between worlds is uni-
versal. We denote withTh(M) the set of modal formulas
from LK which are satisfied inM . An MKNF structure
is a triple (I;Mk;Ma), whereI is an interpretation and

Mk;Ma are clusters, which are denoted respectively as the
K-cluster and theA-cluster of(I;Mk;Ma). Satisfiability
of a formula in an MKNF structure is inductively defined
as follows:
1. if ' is an atom,' is true in(I;Mk;Ma) iff ' 2 I ;
2. :' is true in (I;Mk;Ma) iff ' is not true in
(I;Mk;Ma);
3. '1 ^ '2 is true in (I;Mk;Ma) iff '1 is true in
(I;Mk;Ma) and'2 is true in(I;Mk;Ma);
4. K' is true in(I;Mk;Ma) iff, for every J 2 Mk, ' is
true in(J;Mk;Ma);
5. A' is true in(I;Mk;Ma) iff, for every J 2 Ma, ' is
true in(J;Mk;Ma).

Given a pair(Mk;Ma) of clusters, and a formula' 2
LM , we write(Mk;Ma) j= ' (and say that' is satisfied in
(Mk;Ma)) iff for eachI 2 Mk, ' is true in(I;Mk;Ma).
When' 2 LK sometimes we abbreviate(Mk;Ma) j= '
with Mk j= ', since theA-clusterMa is not considered
in the evaluation ofK-formulas. If� � LM , we write
(I;Mk;Ma) j= � iff (I;Mk;Ma) j= ' for each' 2 �.

Definition 1 A clusterM is a MKNF model (or simply
model) for � � LM iff (M;M) j= � and, for each cluster
M 0, if (M 0;M) j= � thenM 0 6�M .

We say that a formula' 2 LK is logically implied by
� 2 LM in MKNF (and write� j= ') iff ' is true in every
MKNF model for �. We say that� � LM is MKNF-
satisfiable if� has an MKNF model (MKNF-unsatisfiable
otherwise). When dealing with the entailment problem
� j= ', we callknowledge basethe formula�, andquery
the formula'. Notice that onlyK-formulas are allowed as
queries, since each MKNF model corresponds to a structure
where theA-cluster coincides with theK-cluster, therefore
A would be interpreted in the same way asK in the query.

It has been proved (Lifschitz 1991) that MKNF is able to
embed many of the best known formalisms for nonmono-
tonic reasoning, e.g. default logic, autoepistemic logic,
circumscription, and extended disjunctive logic programs.
Such a logic has therefore been considered as a unifying
framework for nonmonotonic reasoning.

Example 2 Let � = fKpg. The only MKNF model for
� is M = fI : I j= pg. Hence,� j= Kp, and
� j= :K for each 2 L such thatp �  is not a
propositional tautology. Therefore, the agent modeled by
� has minimal knowledge, in the sense that she only knows
p and the objective facts logically implied byp. Also, let
� = f:Ap � Kqg. It is easy to see that the only MKNF
model for� isM = fI : I j= qg, sincep can be assumed
not to hold by the agent modeled by�, which is then able
to concludeq.

It turns out that, when restricting toK-formulas, MKNF
corresponds to the modal logic of minimal knowledge due
to Halpern and Moses (Halpern and Moses 1985), also
known as ground nonmonotonic modal logicS5G. The se-
mantics ofK-formulas can be given by simplifying Defini-
tion 1 as follows (Shoham 1987):M is a model for� 2 LK
iff M j= � and, for eachM 0, if M 0 j= � thenM 0 6� M .



In other words, when� 2 LK , a clusterM satisfying�
is compared with all other clusters satisfying�, while in
the case� 2 LM the clusterM is only compared with
those clustersM 0 such that(M 0;M) satisfies�. Hence,
the main difference between MKNF andS5G lies in the fact
that inS5G all models are maximal wrt set containment (or
minimal wrt the objective knowledge which holds in the
model), while in MKNF this property is not generally true.
E.g., the theory� = fAq � Kqg has two models:M1,
corresponding to the set of all interpretations (which rep-
resents the case in whichAq is not assumed to hold); and
M2 = fI : I j= qg. Namely, ifAq is assumed to hold, then
Kq must be assumed to hold in order to satisfy�: that is,
the initial assumption isjustifiedby the knowledge derived
on the basis of such assumption (Lin and Shoham 1992).

Finally, we briefly recall MDD logics, a family of uni-
modal nonmonotonic modal formalisms which are among
the most studied logics for nonmonotonic reasoning (Mc-
Dermott and Doyle 1980; McDermott 1982; Marek and
Truszczyński 1993). Here we report a characterization of
MDD logics in terms of a preference semantics on Kripke
models (Schwarz 1992), which is better suited to our pur-
poses than the original, equivalent characterization in terms
of expansions (i.e. sets of modal formulas).

Definition 3 Given a modal logicS, a clusterM is an
SMDD model for� � LK if: (i) M j= �; (ii) for each
Kripke modelN for the logicS, if N j= � [ f:K :  2
LK � Th(M)g, thenTh(N ) = Th(M).

We write� j=SMDD ' iff ' is satisfied in allSMDD

models for�. We say that� isSMDD-satisfiable if it has an
SMDD model. We remark that the logicKD45MDD corre-
sponds to well-known Moore’s autoepistemic logic (AEL)
(Moore 1985). It can also be shown that AEL in turn corre-
sponds to theK-free fragment of MKNF (Lin and Shoham
1992; Rosati 1997b). We denote with�K the theory ob-
tained by replacing in� all occurrences of the modalityA
with K in all formulas from�.

Proposition 4 Let� � LA. Then,M is an MKNF model
for � iff M is aKD45MDD model for�K .

The previous property implies that the modalityA has in
MKNF exactly thesameinterpretation of the modal opera-
tor of autoepistemic logic.

From query answering to satisfiability
In this section we study the problem of reducing logical
implication (or query answering) to unsatisfiability in non-
monotonic logics. In particular, we analyze this problem
in the following settings: MKNF, MDD logics, AEL,S5G,
and default logic.

Generally speaking, it is not immediate to perform such a
reduction in nonmonotonic logics, since the deduction the-
orem does not hold in these formalisms. In order to reduce
query answering to unsatisfiability, we look for a translation
E(') of the query' such that, for each knowledge base�,
�[fE(')g is unsatisfiable iff' is satisfied in all models for
�. The basic idea is to obtain a formulaE(') from ' such

that the effect of addingE(') to � is to rule out all those
models for� satisfying', while preserving all other mod-
els for�. It turns out that such a translation is extremely
easy to define for many nonmonotonic logics.

We start by analyzing the case of MDD logics.

Theorem 5 Let K � S � S5;� � LK ; ' 2 LK .
Then,� j=SMDD ' iff the theory� [ f:K'g is SMDD -
unsatisfiable.

The proof of this theorem can be obtained by showing
that adding a formula of the form:K' to� not only rules
out all SMDD models for� satisfying', but also can-
not give rise to any model for� [ f'g different from a
model for�. In fact, supposeM is a cluster satisfying
both� and:K'. It is easy to see that ifM is anSMDD

model for�, thenM is anSMDD model for� [ f:K'g.
Now supposeM is not anSMDD model for�. Then,
by Definition 3 there exists a Kripke modelN such that
N j= �[f:K :  2 LK�Th(M)g, and sinceM 6j= ',
it follows that:K' 2 f:K :  2 LK � Th(M)g. Con-
sequently, the properties of modelN imply that Condition
2. in Definition 3 is false, henceM is not anSMDD model
for � [ f:K'g.

An analogous result can be obtained in the case of
MKNF, through the translation functionEMKNF (�).

Definition 6 Let' 2 LK . Then,EMKNF (') 2 LM is the
formula obtained from' by substituting each occurrence of
the modalityK in ' withA.

The proof of the following property follows from the se-
mantic definition of MKNF, in a way similar to the proof of
Theorem 5.

Theorem 7 Let� � LM ; ' 2 LK . Then,� j=MKNF ' iff
the theory� [ fEMKNF (:K')g is MKNF-unsatisfiable.

The above theorem establishes a precise relationship be-
tween the notions of epistemic query and negation as fail-
ure: more precisely, it implies a duality between the epis-
temic modality used in query expressions and the negation
as failure (or autoepistemic) operator of MKNF. Informally,
a formula can pass from the right-hand side to the left-hand
side of the logical implication symbol in MKNF by negat-
ing it and replacing all its modalities with theA operator.

Notice that both Theorem 5 and Theorem 7 imply the
same translation for autoepistemic logic (corresponding to
the caseS = KD45 in Theorem 5 and to the use of the only
modalityA in MKNF).

On the other hand, it is easy to show that it is impossi-
ble to easily reduce query answering to unsatisfiability in
S5G, theA-free fragment of MKNF. In fact, the following
computational result holds: the problem� j=S5G ' is �p

3
-

complete,2 while S5G-unsatisfiability is coNP-complete.
Hence, unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses, it is not
possible to find a polynomial-time translation of' for turn-
ing query answering into unsatisfiability inS5G.

2We refer to (Johnson 1990) for the definition of the complex-
ity classes mentioned in the paper.



Finally, we deal with the problem of reducing query an-
swering to unsatisfiability in Reiter’s default logic. First,
we briefly recall Reiter’s default logic (DL in the follow-
ing). A default theory is a pair(D;W ) such thatW 2 L
andD is a set of default rules, each one of the form

d =
� : �1; : : : ; �n


(1)

wheren � 0 and�; �1; : : : ; �n;  2 L. We recall that a de-
fault extension is a deductively closed set of propositional
formulas, which can be constructed starting fromfWg and
increasing such a set by applying the special inference rules
in D. In order to apply a default rule of the form (1) (i.e.
adding the conclusion to the extension), the prerequisite
� must be implied by the set of formulas representing the
part of the extension constructed so far, while each negated
justification:�i must not be implied set of formulas ob-
tained after applying all defaults. We refer to (Reiter 1980)
for a detailed definition of the semantics of DL.

In order to define epistemic queries over default theories,
we establish a natural correspondence between extensions
and clusters: we say that' 2 LK is logically implied by a
default theory(D;W ) iff, for each extensionE of (D;W ),
M(E) j= ', whereM(E) is the clusterfI : I j= Eg.

We now define a translationEDL(�) of epistemic queries
into default rules. Let' 2 LK . We denote withDNF (')
the formula corresponding to a modal disjunctive normal
form of', precisely the following formula (which is equiv-
alent toK' in modal logicS5):

DNF (') =
^
i

:K�i _K�i
1
_ : : : _K�ini (2)

where all�i; �ij 2 L. Any formula' 2 LK can be put
in such a normal form (e.g. through the transformation re-
ported in (Hughes and Cresswell 1968)).

Given a formula' such thatDNF (') has the form (2),
EDL(') is the set of default rules

[
i

�
�i : :�i

1
; : : : ;:�ini

false

�

In the following, we callconclusion-freedefault a de-
fault rule whose conclusion is the formulafalse. Observe
that the translationEDL(�) is polynomial if' is in modal
conjunctive normal form, i.e.:

' =
_
i

K�i ^ :K�i1 ^ : : : ^ :K�
i
ni

Theorem 8 Let (D;W ) be a default theory, and let' 2
LK . Then,' is logically implied by(D;W ) iff the default
theory(D [ EDL(:K');W ) has no extensions.

The above results show that in general it is quite easy
to reduce query answering to unsatisfiability in nonmono-
tonic logics. Moreover, the reductions presented can be em-
ployed in the realization of epistemic query answering in

nonmonotonic knowledge representation systems: in fact,
a simple method for adding epistemic queries to a system
with the ability of expressing negation as failure consists
of first adding the translation of the epistemic query to the
knowledge base, and then checking unsatisfiability of the
knowledge base thus obtained through the non-epistemic
queryfalse. E.g., such a method can be employed in those
knowledge representation systems which provide the abil-
ity of expressing defaults for answering epistemic queries
(in modal conjunctive normal form) in such systems, by
first translating each epistemic query in terms of a set of
conclusion-free defaults, then adding such defaults to the
knowledge base, and finally checking whether the new
knowledge base implies the queryfalse.

Finally, the above results can be used, together with
known computational analyses of query answering in non-
monotonic logics, for establishing the computational char-
acterizations of the satisfiability problem in such for-
malisms. The following theorem characterizes the compu-
tational complexity of satisfiablity in MKNF.

Theorem 9 Let� � LM . Then, the problem of establish-
ing whether� is MKNF-unsatisfiable is�p

3
-complete.

The proof of the above property directly follows from
the following facts: (i) query answering in MKNF is�p

3
-

complete (Rosati 1997); (ii)EMKNF (') can be computed
in time linear wrt the size of'; (iii) validity of Theorem 7.

Integrity constraints in nonmonotonic logics
In this section we deal with the representation of integrity
constraints (ICs) in nonmonotonic logics. We start by re-
calling Reiter’s epistemic interpretation of ICs in first-order
knowledge bases (Reiter 1990): an IC is not a statement
about the world, it is a statement about what the knowledge
base is said to know. Under this interpretation, an IC' is
not analogous to a usual piece of information in the knowl-
edge base�, which causes inconsistency of� [ f'g iff '
contradicts other information in�: it is a property which
must holdin � in order to preserve consistency of�.

Reiter pointed out that this kind of ICs could be formal-
ized in terms of epistemic queries to first-order knowledge
bases, if the knowledge base is interpreted according to a
minimal knowledge semantics (what is not logically im-
plied by � is assumed asnot knownby �). Under this
semantics, any consistent first-order knowledge base� has
one (epistemic) model, which consists of the set of all first-
order interpretations satisfying�. An integrity constraint 
can be checked by verifying whether the property (which
is in general an epistemic formula) is satisfied in this model:
if it is not the case, then� is inconsistent wrt .

Example 10 Let ';  be propositional formulas, and letI
be the IC: “If' is known to hold, then must be known to
hold”, which expresses the fact that those models for� in
which' holds and does not hold should be ruled out.I
can be expressed as an epistemic query by the formulaI 0 =
K' � K , which can be used for discarding such models



during the evaluation of another query� against�, since it
can be shown that� j=MKNF � iff � j=MKNF (I 0 � �).

In a nonmonotonic logic setting, a knowledge base has
in general many epistemic models. The natural gener-
alization of Reiter’s interpretation of integrity constraints
to this case is to consider a formula as an IC iff the ef-
fect of adding it to a knowledge base reduces the set of
models of the knowledge base, without producing any new
model. That is,' is an IC iff for each knowledge base�,
MOD(�) � MOD(� [ f'g), whereMOD(�) represents
the set of models of�. In other words, the effect of' is
just to rule out those models for� which do not satisfy'.

We formally generalize the above notion of integrity con-
straint to the case of MKNF through the following defini-
tion (in whichMOD(�) denotes the set of MKNF models
for �), which can be easily instantiated to the case of all
other nonmonotonic logics dealt with by the paper.

Definition 11 A formula' 2 LM is an integrity constraint
iff for each� � LM , MOD(�) �MOD(� [ f'g).

Let us now go back to the reduction of query answering
to satisfiability in MKNF. It is not hard to see that, given
any query 2 LK , the formulaEMKNF ( ) is an IC. This
shows the perfect duality between the above notion of in-
tegrity constraint and the notion of epistemic query: not
only any IC can be checked through an epistemic query (as
shown by Reiter), but also any epistemic query has a corre-
sponding IC. This property, together with the relationship
between negation as failure and epistemic queries previ-
ously illustrated, establishes a tight connection between in-
tegrity constraints and negation as failure: any IC in MKNF
is equivalent to a subjectiveA-formula. That is, the nega-
tion as failure (or autoepistemic) modality istheepistemic
operator for expressing ICs.

The above results show that epistemic queries and in-
tegrity constraints are dual notions, and both can be nat-
urally expressed by the negation as failure modality.

Example 12 (10 cont’d)We now show thatI can directly
be expressed as a formula inside the MKNF knowledge
base, by simply substituting inI 0 all occurrences ofK with
A: I 00 = A' � A . Indeed, the models for� [ fI 00g are
exactly those models for� verifyingI (andI 0). AddingI 0

to� doesnotcorrectly formalizeI: informally,I 0 rules out
only those models for� which satisfy' and are inconsis-
tent with (e.g. which satisfy: ), while it forcesknowl-
edge of in those models for� satisfying' and consistent
with  , which is not the intended meaning of the IC.

As for reasoning in nonmonotonic knowledge bases, rec-
ognizing ICs may help to speed up the deduction process
in such systems. For example, it would be very useful to
establish that a piece of information that has to be added to
a knowledge base is an IC, since in this case the knowledge
base shows a “monotonic” behaviour. Suppose e.g. that�
has to be updated with a formula'. Now, if ' is an IC, then
(i) it could be processed by an ad-hoc procedure for ICs: if
e.g. the models of� have been stored, then it is sufficient

to evaluate' against such models in order to find the set of
models of� [ f'g (those models of� satisfying'); (ii)
all queries true in� are also true in� [ f'g, which can be
helpful for reusing previously computed answers to queries.

A first and straightforward way to identify ICs is by look-
ing at their syntactic form. E.g. in MKNF, the fact that' is
a subjectiveA-formula implies that' is an IC; in DL, any
conclusion-free default is an IC. However, these are just
sufficient conditions for establishing whether a piece of in-
formation is an IC: e.g., it can be shown that the formula
K' � A with ';  2 L is an IC in MKNF, while in DL
any default rule whose conclusion is propositionally equiv-
alent tofalse is an IC. Such examples show that, in general,
it is not immediate to check a formula against the necessary
and sufficient condition reported in Definition 11.

In the following we study the problem of establishing
whether a formula is an IC in the setting of MKNF. We
remark that in principle the techniques employed in this
case can also be used for other nonmonotonic modal logics.
First, we provide an alternative characterization ofnon-ICs
in MKNF, which is easily derived from the definition of
MKNF model.
Theorem 13 A formula' 2 LM is not an integrity con-
straint iff there exist two clustersM;M 0 such that the fol-
lowing conditions hold: (i)(M;M) j= '; (ii) M 0 � M ;
(iii) (M 0;M) 6j= '.

In fact, it can be shown that the existence of two clusters
M;M 0 verifying the conditions in the above theorem im-
ply the existence of a� � LM , which is both satisfied in
(M;M) and in (M 0;M) (and henceM is not an MKNF
model for�), whileM is an MKNF model for� [ f'g.

Based on the above theorem, it is possible to define an
algorithm for checking whether a formula' 2 LM is an
IC. The technique used in the algorithm for verifying the
conditions reported in Theorem 13 is based on a finite char-
acterization of clusters which is widely used in deduction
methods for nonmonotonic modal logics (see e.g. (Niemel¨a
1988; Marek and Truszczy´nski 1993)). Specifically, it is
possible to reason about the infinite set of all possible clus-
ters by analyzing the finite set of all possible partitions of
modal atoms of', and to represent a single cluster through
a propositional formula, calledobjective knowledgeof the
cluster, such that all interpretations in the cluster satisfy
such a formula.

In order to define the algorithm, we need some auxiliary
definitions. LetP;N be disjoint subsets of modal atoms
from LM . Then,'(P;N) is the formula obtained by re-
placing in' each occurrence of a modal atom fromP with
true and each occurrence of a modal atom fromN with
false. We also give the following definitions:

Obj
�(P;N) =

^
K 2P

 (P;N)

ObjA(P;N) =
^

A 2P

 (P;N)

Obj ('; P; N) = Obj
�(P;N) ^ '(P;N)



Let ' 2 LM , and let(P;N) be a partition ofMA(').
Then,(P;N) is consistentwith ' 2 LM iff:
(i) the propositional formulaObj ('; P;N) is consistent;
(ii) the propositional formulaObjA(P;N) is consistent;
(iii) for eachK 2 N ,Obj ('; P;N) 6 `  (P;N);
(iv) for eachA 2 N ,ObjA(P;N) 6 `  (P;N).

In the following,'K denotes the formula obtained from
' by replacing all modalitiesA with K, and` denotes log-
ical implication in propositional logic. The algorithm is re-
ported below.
Algorithm Not-IC(')
Input: formula' 2 LM ;
Output: true if ' is not an IC,false otherwise.

if there exist partition(P;N) of MA('K)
and partition(P 0; N 0) of MA(')

such that
(a) (P;N) is consistent with'K and
(b) (P 0; N 0) is consistent withtrue and
(c)Obj ('; P; N) ` Obj�(P 0; N 0) and
(d)Obj�(P 0; N 0) 6` Obj ('; P; N) and
(e)Obj�(P 0; N 0) 6` '(P 0; N 0) and
(f) for eachA 2MA('),
A 2 P 0 iff Obj ('; P;N) `  (P 0; N 0)

then return true
else return false

Correctness of the above algorithm can be proved by ex-
ploiting previous results on finite characterizations of clus-
ters (Marek and Truszczy´nski 1993; Rosati 1997). An intu-
itive explanation of the algorithm can be given as follows.
Roughly speaking, partition(P;N) represents the MKNF
structure (M;M), while (P 0; N 0) represents(M 0;M).
Obj ('; P;N) represents the objective knowledge ofM ,
while Obj�(P 0; N 0) represents the objective knowledge
of M 0. The three conditions reported in Theorem 13 are
checked by the algorithm as follows. (i)(M;M) j= '
is verified through condition (a); (ii)M 0 � M is verified
through conditions (c) and (d); (iii)(M 0;M) 6j= ' is veri-
fied through condition (e). Finally, condition (b) is neces-
sary in order to detect when(P 0; N 0) is a self-contradictory
guess on modal formulas, while condition (f) guarantees
that the two structures identified by(P;N) and (P 0; N 0)
have the sameA-cluster.

Theorem 14 Let' 2 LM . Then,' is an IC iff Not-IC(')
returnsfalse.

It can be shown that the above algorithm, when consid-
ered as a non-deterministic procedure, has a cost of�p

2
.

Hence, the problem of establishing whether an MKNF for-
mula is an IC is in�p

2
.

Conclusions
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows. First, logical implication can be easily reduced to
satisfiability in many nonmonotonic logics. Second, there
exists a tight relationship between the notions of epistemic
query, integrity constraints, and negation as failure. Third,
it is possible to exploit the above results for improving au-
tomated nonmonotonic reasoning methods. In particular,

the relationship between negation as failure and epistemic
queries suggests a new reading of the computational and
epistemological properties of logic programs with negation
as failure. We are currently addressing this research topic.
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